We propose a new method that accelerates asynchronous Byzantine Fault Tolerant (BFT) protocols designed on the principle of state machine replication. State machine replication protocols ensure consistency among replicas by applying operations in the same order to all of them. A naive way to determine the application order of the operations is to repeatedly execute the BFT consensus to determine the next executed operation, but this may introduce inefficiency caused by waiting for the completion of the previous execution of the consensus protocol. To reduce this inefficiency, our method allows parallel execution of the consensuses while keeping consistency of the consensus results at the replicas. In this paper, we also prove the correctness of our method and experimentally compare it with the existing method in terms of latency and throughput. The evaluation results show that our method makes a BFT protocol three or four times faster than the existing one when some machines or message transmissions are delayed.
Introduction
Byzantine failures, where faulty machines behave any way without restriction, are the most malicious failures. Such failures can model any kind of malfunction caused by hardware faults, infection by a virus, intrusion of crackers and so on. In the services provided on open networks like the Internet, these failures cause serious damage, and thus robust fault tolerance against them is strongly demanded.
One of the most robust approaches for implementing Byzantine fault tolerant services is state machine replication [1] , where a server is modeled as a state machine and replicated on different host machines. The behavior of a state machine is determined by its current state and the set of received messages. In the state machine replication of a server, server replicas are arranged and execute the same tasks to tolerate Byzantine faults. Requests may arrive in different order at different replicas. To maintain consistency Manuscript received July 1, 2013. † The authors are with the Graduate School of Information Science and Technology, Osaka University, Suita-shi, 565-0871 Japan.
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among the replicas, they communicate with each other and agree on the order of processing the received requests. By processing the requests in an order common to all the replicas, non-faulty server replicas behave identically. Even if a minority of replicas malfunction and return wrong or forged results, clients receive the same and correct results from a majority of replicas (or non-faulty ones) and can ignore such wrong or forged results from the faulty replicas. Here, we assume that the clients are non-faulty and multicast identical requests to all the server replicas. Thus, a main technical issue of state machine replication is to develop a Byzantine consensus protocol for achieving the above agreement in the presence of Byzantine faults. This paper targets Byzantine fault tolerance for huge distributed systems working on open networks like the Internet. Such systems are generally asynchronous. That is, we cannot guarantee that messages are received in expected time intervals after being sent. As is well known, no deterministic Byzantine consensus protocol exists in asynchronous systems [2] . There are two main approaches for circumventing that impossibility. One is based on randomization [3] - [7] and the other is based on a rotating coordinator [8] - [11] . Our acceleration method is based on the randomization approach, which is less efficient but more robust than the coordinator approach and is suitable for open networks.
In the randomization approach, randomized actions are introduced to avoid critical damage from attackers. However, the approach is likely to be inefficient, since a number of rounds must be repeated until the correct replicas reach agreement. To improve efficiency, a request set agreement is employed rather than an agreement on a sequential number (the order to be processed) of each request. Once agreement on a request set is achieved, the requests in the set are processed in a predefined order (e.g., the order of the IDs of the clients submitting requests) among them. This request set agreement is repeated sequentially and all requests are arranged in a common order. However, if some replicas work very slowly or some requests reach very late, a request set agreement may take a long time. It seriously delays the next invocation of the consensus protocol. This paper presents a method of solving this problem by parallelizing the request set agreements.
Next, we explain more details of the randomization approach and the involved problem. Many randomized protocols based on request set agreement have been already proCopyright c 2014 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers posed [3] - [5] . The consensus protocol is invoked periodically with a given time interval measured by a local clock of each replica. When an execution of the protocol is finished by agreeing on a request set, the requests in the set are arranged in a predefined order. By this series of arrangements, all the requests are arranged in a common order among the replicas. At each invocation of the consensus protocol, each replica proposes a set of the requests that were received so far but not included in the previous agreement results. Of course, these proposals can be different among the replicas because of the delay of the request arrival or the machine behavior. However, the set agreement protocol guarantees that all non-faulty replicas agree on a subset of the union of the request sets proposed by non-faulty replicas.
The length of the local time interval between invocations of the set agreement affects the efficiency, but it is difficult to decide a suitable one. If it is short, the number of invocations of the consensus protocol will increase. If it is long, requests have to wait long for the invocation of the agreement protocol, and the agreement may take a long time because the size of the proposal grows. When an execution of the consensus protocol does not terminate within the local time interval, a big delay might occur. In this case, the invocation of the consensus protocol is kept waiting until the termination of the previous consensus, even if the local time interval passes to prevent inconsistency of the total order of requests among the replicas. Such blocking of the invocation makes the following invocations of agreement postponed. As a result, the number of unprocessed requests grows and the efficiency of the replication method is reduced. When request arrivals or machine behaviors are delayed, the validity check becomes very time consuming in the agreement, and the termination is easily delayed over the local time interval. Here, the validity check is a process in the agreement for excluding forged requests.
Contributions
To solve the above problem, we introduce a method that allows parallel execution of agreements so that executions of the set consensus protocol are not blocked by delayed requests or machines. Our experimental results show that our parallelization method greatly improves the efficiency compared with a sequential method, especially three or four times faster when some requests are delayed or some replicas work slowly.
We solved the following two technical issues: Safety problem: The parallel executions of the set consensus protocol may terminate in different orders among the replicas. For example, on one replica, the execution of the agreement initiated first terminates after the one initiated second, and on another replica, the one initiated first terminates first. When the replicas are restricted to process the requests in the invocation order of the agreements, they have to wait until the delayed agreement is completed. This may reduce the efficiency achieved by parallelization. Therefore, we have to consistently arrange the outputs (or request sets) of the parallel executions among the replicas. Liveness problem: A request contained in the proposal made by a replica is not necessarily included in the output of the corresponding agreement. Therefore, to guarantee the liveness that a request is eventually processed, a replica has to keep proposing the request until it is included in an output of the agreements. On the other hand, a Byzantine faulty replica may propose the request set that includes a forged request, which can collapse the replicated server state. To exclude such requests, a replica validates the requests contained in the proposals of other replicas. One possible way of validating a request is to wait for receiving it directly from a client [5] , [12] . However, if the arrival of the request is delayed at some correct replicas, the validation takes a long time for the clients, and the agreement is delayed. This causes a situation that a request that delays agreement can commonly be included in the proposals of the parallel executions of the agreement. This reduces the positive effects of parallelization.
To solve the safety problem, we introduce another agreement process in the replication protocol that identically arranges the output of the parallel executions among the replicas. We show that this additional agreement's overhead is small by experimentally evaluating the performance.
To solve the liveness problem, we introduce randomization to decide the proposals of each execution of the consensus protocol. The requests in the proposal are chosen randomly from the requests that have already been received but have not been processed. A request that causes a delay in a previous execution may be missed in this choice, and a new execution can have no delay. We experimentally show that this randomization brings a reasonable advantage of response time.
Related Work
As stated above, there are two main approaches for replications based on Byzantine agreement in asynchronous distributed systems: randomization [3] - [5] and a rotating coordinator [8] - [11] .
In the rotating coordinator approach, a special replica (a rotating coordinator) determines a sequence number (the processing order) for each received request and announces it to all the other replicas. Therefore, all the replicas can process the requests in the same order and maintain consistency.
If the coordinator is faulty, its role is taken over by another replica. From the impossibility result of FLP [2] , this approach needs some assumptions on synchrony (weak synchrony) to guarantee termination. On the other hand, the randomization approach guarantees termination with probability 1 and needs no additional assumption. It is more robust but less efficient.
Among the protocols in the coordinator approach, the Castro-Liskov protocol [8] achieves very high performance and is considered a practical replication method. Under the above assumption, it terminates in a few rounds and exe-cutions of the consensus protocol are executed in parallel. Although the original Castro-Liskov protocol executes the consensus protocol for each request, it is not hard to modify the protocol to allow each process to propose a request set like the randomization approach. However, parallel execution of the agreements for request sets in the coordinate approach is essentially different from that in the randomization approach. Actually, the modification of the CastroLiskov protocol reduces the number of agreement executions and consequently improves efficiency in ordinary situations. However, it worsens when requests or replicas are delayed. Because of the delay, a coordinator is suspected to be faulty and coordinator alternation often happens. At each alternation, a heavy load procedure must be done to maintain this protocol's integrity.
For the existing protocols in the randomization approach, to the best of our knowledge, our parallelization proposal is the first.
Organization
This paper is organized as follows. The next section defines the system model. State machine replication is defined in Sect. 3. Section 4 briefly describes an existing replication approach using consensus protocols and specifies what requirements such protocols must satisfy. Our parallelizing method is proposed in Sect. 5, and Sect. 6 proves its correctness. The performance of our proposed method is evaluated and compared with an existing method to show its advantages in Sect. 7. Finally, Sect. 8 concludes this paper. This paper is the enhanced version of the previous one [13] presented in PDCAT '09. Roughly speaking, the main difference between these papers lies in choose function and performance evaluation. We newly introduce choose function that randomly decides a proposal of consensus to improve the performance of the protocol presented in [13] . In addition, we completely replace performance evaluation of Sect. 7 with the more detailed one.
System Model
A distributed system consists of processes and communication links. We assume that the system is asynchronous, i.e., no assumptions are made about the bounds of processing time or communication delays. Every pair of processes is directly connected by a communication link, and a process can exchange information only by exchanging messages. We assume that communication links are reliable channels, i.e., messages sent by correct processes must eventually be received by the destination processes without corruption or loss. A process can identify the sender process of each delivered message, for example, by the signature, and no process (even a malicious one) can impersonate other processes when sending messages. A process has a local clock, but it is not synchronized; clocks of different processes may be running at different speeds.
Some processes may fail during the protocol execution.
Here, we adopt Byzantine failure (also called arbitrary failure) as a failure model. Byzantine failure allows processes to arbitrarily deviate from protocol specifications, e.g., to stop processing, omit messages, and send fabricated messages. A process is called faulty if its behavior deviates from the protocol specification, otherwise, it is called correct.
State Machine Replication
In state machine replication [1] , a server is modeled by a state machine. A state machine is a process that, on receipt of a message, changes its state and sends messages to other processes (if necessary). The server's role is replicated to n replicas that independently operate the role on distinct hosts and interact with clients by request and response messages. A client submits a request to all replicas to request the servers to execute certain commands. Even though the arrival orders of the requests at different replicas may differ because of differences in communication delays, the replicas must process the requests in the same order to keep consistency among the replicas. More formally, a state machine replication method must satisfy the following two requirements:
Safety All correct replicas process the requests submitted by clients in the same order. Liveness A client eventually accepts the response to any request it submitted.
To realize identical processing order of requests, the replicas execute a consensus protocol. After a replica processes a request, it replies to the client with the execution result. The client accepts the result when it receives the same result from f + 1 replicas. Here f is the upper bound of the number of faulty replicas. A client can confirm that at least one correct result was received from a correct replica when it collects f + 1 identical results. Since n must be greater than or equal to 3 f + 1 to realize Byzantine consensus by randomized protocols [14] , we assume that f ≤ (n − 1)/3 . Figure 1 shows an example of state machine replication. There are two clients and four replicas, and the clients broadcast requests r 1 and r 2 . Since its network is asynchronous, the arrival orders of the requests are different among the replicas that execute a Byzantine consensus protocol to agree with the processing order of the requests. As a result, the replicas agree with processing order r 1 → r 2 , process the requests in the order, and send their responses to the clients.
Replication by Request Set Consensus (RSC)
We introduce a state machine replication method based on Byzantine consensus on a set of requests (called request set consensus (RSC)), which is commonly used in replications in completely asynchronous distributed systems to accelerate replication execution.
In this replication method, a replica periodically initiates RSC with a predefined interval. We denote the sequence of RSC executions by RSC 1 , RSC 2 , · · · . A replica maintains the arrived request set to store the set of the requests that have already been received but have not yet been processed; a request is added to the set when it is received, and it is removed when it is processed. When a replica initiates RSC k , its proposal is the set of the requests stored in the arrived request set. Let the output (a set of requests) of RSC k be V k . Requests are processed in the order of V 1 , V 2 , . . ., and the requests in each V i are serialized in a deterministic order shared among the replicas. In the existing methods, the initiation of RSC k+1 must be delayed until RSC k is finished to maintain the consistency of the processing order of requests, even if it passes the scheduled initiation time of RSC k+1 (Initiation Condition).
To ensure the safety and liveness requirements for state machine replication, the RSC protocol must satisfy the following requirements. Hereafter we denote an execution of RSC i at a replica with proposal v by RSC i (v) or RSC i if the proposal does not matter.
RSC agreement
No distinct correct replicas output different sets of requests. RSC validity The output set is a subset of the union of the proposals of all correct replicas. RSC termination Every correct replica eventually outputs a set of requests. RSC integrity A request contained in the proposals of all correct replicas is also contained in the output.
RSC agreement, validity, and termination are standard requirements for Byzantine consensus protocols. RSC integrity suffices to guarantee the liveness requirement of state machine replication. Figure 2 illustrates replication behavior using RSC. There are four replicas, and replica 4 fails. The replicas initiate the i th execution of RSC with the proposals of the arrived request sets. Since the system is asynchronous, the arrival orders of the requests may be different among the replicas and the RSC i proposals may be different. Actually, in the example, replica 1 proposes {r 1 , r 2 , r 4 } and replica 2 proposes {r 2 } for RSC i . Faulty replica 4 makes forged request r 5 . When RSC i is finished, the replicas obtain common request set V i = {r 1 , r 2 , r 3 } as an agreed on value. Although the contents of the agreed set depend on the message delivery and process execution schedules, r 2 must be contained in the agreed set by RSC integrity. On the other hand, RSC validity guarantees that forged request r 5 is not contained in the agreed set. Arrived request set ars of each replica is modified by removing the requests in this agreed set.
Parallelizing Executions of RSC

Problem with Parallelization
Executions of existing replication methods can be very slow due to the initiation condition mentioned in Sect. 4, especially when the behaviors of some replicas are delayed or requests reach some replicas late. One idea to improve the efficiency of the replication method is parallelizing the executions of RSC by consistently removing the initiation condition. To achieve this, we have to solve the following two problems. Safety problem: Since the delays of the communication links among replicas and clients are different from each other in asynchronous systems, the order of finishing the RSC executed in parallel can be different among the replicas. In Fig. 3 , replica p finishes RSC 1 first, while replica q finishes RSC 2 first. If a replica immediately executes requests after the agreements, then the processing orders of the requests are not the same among replicas p and q, and the safety condition is not guaranteed.
This problem can be simply resolved by waiting for the terminations of all RSC j ( j < i) before processing V i the agreed set of requests. However, the method can cause great overhead (Fig. 4) , where replica q has to wait for the termination of RSC 1 to process V 2 . If a RSC takes a long time, all requests already agreed by the following RSCs have to wait to be processed until the previous RSC is terminated. Liveness problem: Even if we reduce the overhead of waiting for the termination of other RSC executions, inefficiency caused by the delayed replicas or the delayed requests remains. A request included in a proposal may not be included in the output. Therefore, the replica must keep proposing the request until it is included in an output of RSC to guarantee the liveness requirement for state machine replication.
In such a naive parallelization, the proposal of RSC j+1 is likely to contain a request in that of RSC j . However, if the request is greatly delayed for some replicas, the valid- ity check in the protocol commonly takes a long time for both executions RSC j and RSC j+1 . Therefore, a few delayed requests may cause big delays in the parallel execution of RSC.
Our Approach
To solve the safety problem, we introduce a multi-valued consensus (MVC) in the parallelization. When an execution of RSC j is finished in a replica with output rs j , the replica initiates MVC with proposal ( j, rs j ) (Fig. 5) . If MVC outputs agreed value (id, rs id ), the replicas process the requests in rs id in an arbitrary predefined order. All correct replicas clearly process the same requests in the same order. Note that MVC is itself executed sequentially on each replica. An important point of this method is that the replica does not have to wait for the termination of RSC i (i < id). In addition, even if RSC id has not finished at the replica, it can process the requests in rs id since the replica can learn the requests from the MVC output.
To solve the liveness problem, we introduce randomization for deciding the proposal. We decide the RSC proposal by probabilistically choosing requests from the set of requests already received but not yet processed. With this simple modification, we can decrease the probability that two proposals of two distinct RSC executions include the same request. Consequently, the terminations of successive RSCs executed in parallel are rarely delayed by the same request in the two proposals. At the same time, we can guarantee the liveness requirement with probability 1.
Multi-Valued Consensus Protocol
We show the requirements for the multi-valued consensus protocol used to determine the request set to be processed first. The MVC proposal at a correct replica is a pair of ID of a terminated RSC execution and its agreed request set. The MVC protocol is, of course, the randomized protocol, because the targeted distributed system is asynchronous and Byzantine faulty. The MVC protocol must satisfy the following requirements:
MVC agreement No distinct correct processes output different values. MVC validity If the proposals of all correct processes are the same, the agreed value is the proposal. MVC termination Every correct process eventually outputs an agreed value. MVC extra validity The output of a correct process must be a proposal of some correct process.
MVC agreement, validity, and termination are the common requirements for MVC in general. MVC extra validity speeds up state machine replication while avoiding forged requests explained in Sect. 5.4. MVC extra validity is feasible using a signature scheme on an existing MVC protocol. Each replica repeatedly executes MVC, and we denote the i th execution of MVC by MVC i .
Protocol
Our proposed parallelizing method is shown in Protocol 1. The value of input rs is a set of requests given to RSC as a proposal and is modified based on old rs and new rs. The value of old rs is a set of requests that were received before the last RSC initiation and remain unprocessed. The value of new rs is a set of requests that were received after the last RSC initiation. The value of agreed rs is a set of requests that belong to RSC output. rsc id queue is a queue of pairs ( j, rs j ) of RSC ID j and agreed set rs j output by the execution of the RSC with ID j. An element of the queue is a proposal of MVC. wait queue is a queue of agreed request sets, and a thread T process processes them in order. mvc id is a counter that gives a sequence number to each execution of MVC, allowing replicas to recognize a common execution of MVC. We assume that each replica has its own special scheduler PS , which employs a local clock of the replica. PS periodically outputs positive integers 0, 1, 2, . . . in this order with a predefined interval. When PS outputs number k, the replica initiates the k th execution of RSC with ID k. The shorter the PS interval is, the more frequently RSC is initiated.
We introduce choose function to process requests faster while keeping liveness property. The function forms a request set from the elements of old rs and new rs, which is used as input for newly initiated RSC. Here, old rs and new rs are the sets of requests that have not been included in any MVC output yet, i.e., their processing orders have not been assigned yet. The function resolves the following problems. To guarantee liveness, the requests must be included in RSC proposals repeatedly until their processing orders are assigned. A naive way to realize this is to include all the requests of old rs and new rs in every RSC input for the proposal (our protocol in the previous paper [13] works this way). However, if a proposal contains a request that arrives late at n− f replicas, the termination of the RSC execution is also delayed. To solve the problem, choose function chooses a part of the requests in old rs and new rs randomly for RSC input. As a result, we can reduce the risk that the termination of the RSC execution is delayed. There are many ways to choose the requests randomly, and we employ a simple way that chooses each request with a constant probability. By the simple way, liveness is guaranteed with probability 1. In addition, we experimentally show in Sect. 7.2 that choose function has a good effect on performance.
A replica initiates MVC with a proposal of a pair of an RSC ID and its agreed set. If MVC j outputs the agreed value (id, V), the replica processes V at the j th turn. The MVC proposal includes the corresponding agreed set as well as the RSC ID to improve the efficiency. If the proposal is only RSC ID, when MVC outputs RSC ID id and the replica has not finished the execution of the RSC of id, it has to wait for the termination of the RSC before processing the requests in the agreed set. With the agreed value in the output of MVC and MVC extra validity, which means that the agreed value is not forged, a replica can process the correct request set immediately after the MVC outputs.
Our method starts from initialization in which a replica creates a new thread T process . T process dequeues a request set from wait queue and processes the elements in a deterministic order shared with all replicas.
Our protocol has four when clauses (the line numbers at the end of each when clause are of Protocol 1):
• When a new request arrives from a client, it is added to new rs. for all r ∈ (rs \ prs) in some deterministic order do 41:
execute r and send the result to the client; 42:
prs := prs ∪ rs;
• When MVC outputs value (id, rs), a replica removes the pair whose first element is id from rsc id queue and enqueues rs into wait queue and id into agreed rsc id.
(lines 31-35)
Correctness
We prove that our proposed protocol, which parallelizes RSC executions, satisfies the safety and liveness requirements of state machine replication.
Safety
We have to show that requests are processed in the same order among the correct replicas and that no forged requests are included in them.
To show that requests are processed in the same order, it is sufficient to show that RSC outputs are enqueued to wait queue in the same order among the replicas under RSC agreement, since thread T process processes the requests in the order in which they are stored in wait queue (line 39). On the other hand, enqueuing is executed only in the event of MVC output, and MVC is executed sequentially (lines 26-30) . Therefore, the desired result follows from the MVC agreement. The non-forged requirement immediately follows from RSC validity and MVC extra validity.
Liveness
Here we show that a request sent by a client will be eventually processed. Assume that there exists a request rq that is never processed. Such a request is eventually delivered to all correct replicas and stored in their new rs or old rs. Hence, there must be an RSC execution with some probability in which every correct replica contains rq in its proposal. This is achieved by choose function. Let the ID of the execution be k. By RSC termination, the execution must terminate, and by RSC integrity, agreed set V k must contain rq. Then every correct replica enqueues (k, V k ) into rsc id queue. Assume that (k, V k ) has never been chosen as an output of any MVC execution. rsc id queue is a queue, and if (k, V k ) is not removed for a long time, (k, V k ) moves to the front of the rsc id queue. If the front of the rsc id queue of every correct replica gets (k, V k ), every correct replica proposes (k, V k ) and the agreed value of the next MVC execution must be (k, V k ) by MVC validity. The execution must terminate by MVC termination. Therefore, request rq is eventually processed, which contradicts the assumption.
Performance Evaluation
In this section, we experimentally compare the performance of state machine replication employing our proposed parallelizing method with an existing one based on sequential agreements. In particular, we show how the delay of request message delivery and machine behavior affects the response time of the requests. Moreover, we compare scalability, i.e., the ability to process a large number of requests sent by many clients, of the two methods from the viewpoints of throughput and latency.
In this section, we compare the performance of the parallelized Byzantine fault tolerant replication proposed in this paper and the sequential one by experiments. Although our proposed parallelized method is Byzantine fault tolerant, in the experiments, we do not model Byzantine behavior as malicious behavior of a faulty replica, where it sends invalid messages not satisfying the protocol. The reason is as follows. Most Byzantine fault tolerant protocols use reliable broadcast and validity check mechanisms [4] , [5] , [7] , [12] . The malicious behaviors mentioned above are detected immediately by these mechanisms, and cannot have an effect on performance of the replication. Therefore, meaningful attacks that faulty replicas can do are restricted to delayed behaviors, e.g. delaying message delivery. By the reason above, we consider only delayed behaviors of faulty replicas' attacks in the experimental performance evaluation here. Moreover, delays in arrivals of requests from clients at some replicas and delays in correct replicas' actions also affect performance of the replication. To analyze how these three kinds of delay affect performances of the sequential and parallelized replications and in what situations of the delays the difference of the performances become larger, we introduce a simple model that simulates these delays. The model is controlled by the four parameters: #d req, #d rcv, ed req, and ed mac, described below. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper that evaluates the effect of these delays in detail for randomization approach.
Experiment Environment
For our experiments, we use five machines completely connected by one network switch. Four of them are used to run replicas and the other one is used to simulate clients. On each of the four machines, a replica is running individually. On the other machine, several clients are simulated, and their requests are issued from it. Each machine has a Core i3 540 3.07 GHz CPU and 2 GB RAM and runs Linux 2.6.18. The network is 1 Gbps LAN.
Through the experiments, we fix the choose function so that it uniformly chooses every element as an element of a proposal with 0.25 probability. This value is empirically preferable for the parallelization as shown in Sect. 7.2.2.
We used the RSA protocol proposed in [5] , [12] as an underlying RSC protocol and the M V Consensus protocol proposed in [15] as the MVC protocol. These protocols and our proposed parallelizing method were implemented by C++ language with POSIX socket library for the evaluation. Note that the M V Consensus protocol may output a special value, ⊥, which is different from any proposed value. To cope with this exceptional value, we slightly modified our protocol. When this value is output, we reinvoke M V Consensus protocol with a different proposal: the element of rsc id queue whose RSC ID is the smallest. If the repetition of this reinovocation continues, the proposals finally coincide among the replicas, and the invocation terminates by outputting the proposal of a normal value by the M V Consensus property stated in Theorem 3 in [15] . Then, the repetition is finished.
Latency
Evaluation Model
To evaluate latency of the proposed method, we measure the response time, which takes at a client until accepting the response after sending a request. It should be noted that a client accepts a response when it receives f + 1 identical responses from different replicas. In the setting of our experiments, each request is issued to replicas every 100 ms. The local time interval for invoking RSC is 100 ms. For each combination of the parameter values described below, we execute the experiments 50 times and average the response times.
From the machine that simulates clients, 50 requests are multicast to the replicas in total. Let r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r 50 be the requests issued from the clients. To realize delayed delivery of the requests, we change the order of sending the requests. For example, if the delivery of request r 1 is delayed for replica R 1 , we send the requests to the replicas other than R 1 in the order r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r 50 and the requests to R 1 in the order r 2 , r 3 , . . . , r 25 , r 1 , r 26 , . . . , r 50 . To realize delayed behavior of the replicas, we delay the timing to start sending the requests to replicas. For example, if the behavior of replica R 1 is delayed, we start sending the requests to R 1 after sending 25 requests to the other replicas.
We introduce the following parameters and values to configure this model:
#d req: the number of delayed requests, which is chosen from {1,2,3}. #d rcv: the number of machines that receive delayed requests. Their values are chosen from {2*,3*}, where we attach "*" to distinguish them from the values of #d req. ed req: extent of how much requests are delayed. The values are chosen from {middle, end}, in short, {m, e}. ed mac: extent of how much a machine's behavior is delayed. The values are chosen from {0%, 50%, 100%}.
The values, middle and end, of ed req mean that the first requests are moved afterward to the middle and to the end of the order of the sequence of requests, respectively. For example, if #d req = 2 and ed req = middle, r 1 and r 2 are moved between r 25 and r 26 , and if ed req = end, they are moved after r 50 . We assume that at most one machine can be delayed, which is called a delayed replica. The value of 0% of ed mac means that there is no machine delay. 50% and 100% mean that the sending of the requests to the delayed replica starts when the sending of the requests for the other machines has progressed 50% and 100%, respectively. Machine delay ed mac implies delays of all the requests, and request delay ed req does delay some requests. Now, we explain the adequacy of our model. As described above, the purpose of the experiments is to evaluate how the delayed requests and the delayed behavior of replicas (including faulty one) affect the performance of replication. Since we are assuming f = 1 throughout the experiments, the number of replicas n is limited to four. A factor that affects directly to the performance of replication, e.g., throughput and latency, is the length of time for reaching an agreement. The length for RSC depends on the number of the different values of the values that replicas propose for agreement. If every correct replica happens to propose the same value, the RSC execution reaches an agreement immediately. On the other hand, it takes long time to reach an agreement when all the proposals from replicas are different to each other. By choosing the number of delayed requests #d req from 1, 2, and 3, we can enumerate three situations where the numbers of the different values that replicas propose are 2, 3, or 4 respectively. Thus, we can cover all the possible situations for the number of the different proposals in the case of n = 4. On the other hand, since we are targeting an asynchronous distributed system, the delayed behavior of correct replicas also affects the length to reach an agreement. The delayed behavior of a correct replica does not affect the performance when the faulty replica works correctly, because the underlying Byzantine request set consensus protocol we use here is designed to be able to reach an agreement with three correct replicas. Note that the case where a faulty replica and a correct replica behave slowly can be simulated by the case where two correct replicas behave slowly. Consequently, it is sufficient to consider the two cases of the delayed behavior: two replicas behave slowly and three ones does. In our model, a delayed behavior of correct replicas is realized by delayed reception of requests. Then, all substantial patterns of delayed behaviors of replicas is covered by the values of ed mac and #d rcv chosen from {2, 3} (obviously, delayed behaviors of all the four replicas is not meaningful). Moreover, to model the degrees of the delays of requests and a faulty replica, we introduce the parameters ed req and ed mac respectively.
Experimental Results and Analysis
The average response times of the sequential and parallel executions for each parameter configuration are shown in Fig. 6 .
On the horizontal axis, each configuration is depicted in the form x1-x2-x3-x4, meaning that the values of ed mac, #d rcv, #d req, and ed req are x1, x2, x3, and x4, respectively. On the vertical axis, the average response times are measured in the ratio to the average response time of the sequential executions with no delay of the delivery of requests or the behavior of replicas.
We clearly observed that at configurations of #d rcv = 3* and ed req = end, (i.e., when the number of replicas receiving delayed requests is large and these requests arrive very late, the peaks are marked with ♠ in Fig. 6 ), the response time of the sequential executions is 150 or 200 times longer than the no delay case, and the efficiency becomes very low. On the other hand, the response time of the parallel executions is at most around 50 times longer than the no delay case. Especially, when the efficiency of the sequential executions is terrible, the good effect of parallel executions is remarkable for the following reason. Multiple replicas that receive many delayed requests cannot indirectly verify the validity of the requests received from other replicas until they receive them directly from clients. This greatly delays the termination of the involved agreement and shifts the following agreements afterward. However, in parallel executions, a new RSC can be started without waiting for termination of the agreement, and the delayed messages have no effect on the following agreements.
Although at configurations of 50%-1-3*-e or 100%-1-3*-e the efficiency of the parallel executions is worse than that of the sequential executions, the difference is small. This means that the overhead of additional MVC in parallel executions does not have much effect on the whole response time. Figure 7 shows the message complexity of sequential and parallel executions on each configuration. The vertical axis of Fig. 7 indicates the average number of messages sent by a replica during an execution on each configuration. Since parallel executions run many RSC instances, their message complexity could naively be presumed to be high. However, the message complexities of the parallel executions and the sequential ones are actually almost the same. Especially, the parallel executions realize the lower latency with fewer messages than the sequential executions in the configurations 0%-2-3*-e and 0%-3-3*-e. The reason is considered that the RSC executions could reach agreements with small rounds thanks to the parallelization. On the other hand, it should be noted that lower latency does not always mean small message complexity, as seen in the configurations 50%-3-3*-e and 100%-3-3*-e.
Next, we focus on the effect of randomization of the RSC proposal. Figure 8 shows the average response times of parallel executions with different probabilities employed in the choose function: 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0. Similarly to Fig. 6 , the response times are plotted as the ratio to the average response time of the sequential executions with no delay. The case of probability 1.0 corresponds to the naive approach without randomization in RSC proposals. As we presumed, the response time is almost the same as the sequential executions, and no advantage of parallelization appears. On the other hand, probabilities 0.25 and 0.5 equally and positively affect parallelization, which proves the usefulness of our idea of randomization.
Scalability
Here, we conduct experiments to evaluate scalability, i.e., the ability to process a large number of requests, of the parallelizing method. In the experiments, we measure latencies and throughputs of the sequential and the parallelizing methods. The experiments are done in an environment where there is no delay on the delivery of requests or the behavior of replicas, because the delay does not have an essential effect on the performance in processing a large number of requests.
In Figs. 9 and 10, we show the throughput and the latency of the sequential and the parallel executions. Hereafter, we compare resource bounds of the sequential and the parallel executions, first based on their throughputs.
First, we explain how we evaluate the throughput be- cause reasonable evaluation of throughput is a subtle problem at loads exceeding the resource bound of systems. To evaluate the throughput at a given request frequency (or at a given load of requests), we execute the protocol for 25 seconds at the load. Here, request frequency means the number of requests received by a replica every second. Then we divide the execution into five successive sections of five-second long intervals. For each section, we calculate a tentative throughput that is the average of processed requests per second. Finally, we choose the maximum value among the five tentative throughput values as the throughput value at the load. If the load does not exceed the resource bound, then the tentative throughput value increases and becomes stable. On the other hand, if it exceeds the resource bound, the value first increases and then decreases. Thus, we choose the maximum of the tentative values as the estimated throughput for both cases. The result for each request frequency listed below is an average value of ten executions. In the throughput graph, the request frequency at which the throughput peaks corresponds to the load where the system reaches the resource bound. By our calculation, the angle of inclination after the peak shows how fast the resource will be exhausted after reaching the resource bound. A larger angle means faster exhaustion.
In Fig. 9 , parallel executions are controlled by restricting the number of parallel agreements at a time, denoted by #para. For example, #para = 2 means that if two RSC are being executed in parallel and timing for a new RSC invocation is reached, the invocation is postponed until one of the executions is terminated. In Fig. 9 , when the value of #para is large, the parallel execution reaches the resource bound with a smaller load. At loads before reaching the resource bound, parallel executions show the same throughput values as the sequential execution. At loads beyond the resource bound, parallel executions exhaust the resource more rapidly.
In Fig. 10 , to improve the scalability of the parallel execution, we add another restriction on the frequency of the parallel executions of RSC, denoted by f req. For example, #para = 2 and f req = 5 mean that if two RSCs are executed in parallel and one terminates, parallel RSC execution is not allowed until five newly invoked sequential executions of RSC have been completed. In Fig. 10 , if we control the frequency of the parallel executions of RSC, the resource consumption is greatly reduced for #para = 2.
In Figs. 9 and 10, the graphs of throughput and latency show the same characteristics of resource bound. When the executions reach the resource bound, the latency of each execution becomes high, and the throughput does low. However, the effect of resource consumption appears in lighter load for latency than throughput. Latency begins increasing before the execution reaches its resource bound.
From these observations, we conclude that parallel executions consume resources in proportion to the number of consensus protocol instances executed in parallel. When we restrict the number, the executions still exhaust the resources rapidly when the load exceeds the bound. The speed slows down when we restrict the frequency of RSC because time is required for parallel executions to release the resource. For the practical use of the parallelizing method, when the load is heavy, we should dynamically control the number of parallel executions and their frequency to avoid resource exhaustion.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a method to accelerate state machine replication for Byzantine fault tolerance by parallelizing the executions of request set consensus and adding an extra multi-valued consensus for deciding the processing order of agreed sets. We also show the correctness of the protocol for parallelizing agreements. Parallelism has a strong advantage in spite of requiring an additional agreement, especially when some replicas work slowly or some requests are delivered late. We showed this property by an experimental evaluation. In this evaluation, our parallelizing method accelerates the latency of replication three or four times more than the existing sequential method in delayed situations. Clement et al. experimentally compared the performances in such delay situations among representative protocols based on rotating coordinator approach [16] . They showed that Castro-Liskov protocol [8] , which is known to be practically very fast in the normal situation, degrades the performance in the delayed situations. For randomization approach on which this paper focuses, Moniz et al. evaluated RITAS in the WAN environment where communication speeds between processes are not uniform [3] . However, the evaluation models were not so detailed as the one of this paper. To the best of our knowledge, for randomization approach, this is the first paper that evaluated in such detail the effect caused by the delay of message delivery and slow behavior of replicas.
